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Abstract 
 

Conventional radiotherapy is mainly applied by linear accelerators. Although linear 

accelerators provide dual (electron/photon) radiation beam modalities, both of them are 

intrinsically produced by a megavoltage electron current. Modern radiotherapy treatment 

techniques are based on suitable devices inserted or attached to conventional linear 

accelerators. Thus, precise control of delivered beam becomes a main key issue. This 

work presents an integral description of electron beam deflection control as required for 

novel radiotherapy technique based on convergent photon beam production. Theoretical 

and Monte Carlo approaches were initially used for designing and optimizing device´s 

components. Then, dedicated instrumentation was developed for experimental 

verification of electron beam deflection due to the designed magnets. Both Monte Carlo 

simulations and experimental results support the reliability of electrodynamics models 

used to predict megavoltage electron beam control. 
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1.- INTRODUCTION 

 

As known, radiotherapy employs typically high-energy rays for the treatment of 

different diseases, like cancer. There exist both external and internal irradiation 

modalities. Teletherapy or external radiotherapy aims high-energy photons or electrons 

at the affected region (target volume) by means of dedicated machines, whereas 

internal radiotherapy involves infusing radioactive material inside the body. 

 

Regardless the irradiation modality, radiotherapy works by destroying cancer cells 

within the target volume. 

 

Nowadays, linear accelerator (linac) is the machine most commonly used for 

teletherapy. All linacs produce high energy electrons and photons (X-rays), which are 

then carefully aimed at the target volume according to oncologist’s specifications. From 

its origin in the ’50 decade medical linacs maintain their status as one of the most 

advanced radiation technologies available capable of delivering radiation with milli-

metric precision.  

 

The linac operates accelerating electrons (potentials around 6-25MV) through a linear 

tube to high speeds. Then, electrons smash into a metal target where they are stopped 

producing high energy X-rays. Typically, the acceleration cavity is mounted on a 

gantry which allows the linac to point at a specific point in space (isocenter) enabling a 

full circle rotation to reach lesions anywhere in or on the patient's body. 

 

All linacs are designed to generate inherently divergent radiation fields. Therefore, 

achieving high dose concentration in the tumor requires overlapping divergent fields 

from different angles. Some modern computer-aided technological advances like 

tomotherapy [Mackie et al., 1993] and Cyber Knife [Bassalow and Rodebaugh, 2006] 

have shown high performance and promising capability for improving radiation therapy 
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quality, specifically high dose concentration within the target volume. However, these 

technologies are, comparatively, very expensive and they are still based on 

superposition of intrinsic divergent beams. In this context, it might be suitable to 

consider alternatives for inherent convergent beams for treatment purposes [Figueroa 

and Valente, 2015]. To this aim, precise control of the megavoltage electron beam 

becomes mandatory. The present work reports some of the more relevant issues 

regarding theoretical, Monte Carlo, and experimental approaches about high energy 

electron beam control for its potential use for modern radiotherapy applications, like 

convergent radiotherapy. A VARIAN 2100 linac was used for the experimental tests of 

the present work.     

 

 

 

2.- MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

As mentioned, theoretical, simulations, instrumentation and experiments were performed 

aimed at investigating and characterizing mechanisms for megavoltage electron beam 

deflection. 

 

2.1.- Electron beam deflection 

According to relativistic formulation of Maxwell equations, the effect of interaction between 

charged particle in motion with external electromagnetic fields can be accurately described. 

Specifically, curvature radius R of a filiform electron beam interacting with an external 

magnetic field B with components perpendicular to electron velocity v can be assess by: 

v
Bq

m
R

e

e 
1

       (1) 

where γ is the relativistic term for Lorentz transformation (v= βc), me and qe are electron mass 

and charge, respectively; and c is speed of light in vacuum.  
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Velocity module is directly obtained from kinetic energy, thus converting equation (1) in a 

direct relationship for evaluating curvature ratio in terms of electron beam energy. 

 

2.2.- Bending magnet design and characterization 

Both electric and magnetic fields have been previously investigated as suitable options to 

control the deflection of the electron beams aimed at producing convergent photon beams 

[Figueroa and Valente, 2015] establishing that required voltage and current are technically 

achievable. The present work focused on magnetic fields, produced by permanent magnets, as 

potential option to control megavoltage electron beams from a typical medical linac. 

The bending magnet where designed according to the magnetic circuit approach to obtain the 

desired flux density in the air-gap. Grade 52 Neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) magnets with 

different sizes where used to build de bending magnets. Iron core saturation and flux density 

distribution in the air-gap was verified by numerical simulation carried out with finite element 

analysis through FEMM 4.2 free software. 

 

After design and construction, bending magnets were carefully characterized in terms of 

spatial intensity distribution. Magnetic field strength measurements were performed with the 

AlphaLab GM2 Gaussmeter, whose dynamic range varies 0.0 to 1999.9.9 G in steps of 0.1 G 

and from 20000 to 29999 kG in steps of 1 G, also indicating corresponding polarity. 

 

The rigid transverse standard probe has the sensor to measure the field component parallel to 

the thin dimension of the probe (dimensions are 75×3.25×0.65 mm
3
), served to perform a a 

scanning within the active area of the magnet, obtaining 49 points operating the device in DC 

mode and repeating several times each measurement aimed at accounting for statistical 

fluctuations. 

 

2.3.- Instrumentation design for experimental measurements 

A dedicated device was designed and constructed aimed at experimentally testing the 

performance of the designed magnets for deflection of electron beam produced by a typical 

medical linac. The device consisted, mainly, on a hermetic transparent box containing the 
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bending magnets and EBT3 radiochromic films as radiation detectors aimed at recording 

beam impact position at different positions. Air is extracted by external pump in order to 

avoid spurious interactions.  

 

The methodology used for designing the device for measurements of medical linac electron 

beam deflection by permanent magnets accounted for dimensions predicted by theoretical 

models and actual dimensions of manufactured bending magnets suggesting dimensions 

around 320×120×100mm
3
 15mm thick transparent acrylic box. All the designs of the parts 

and components for the deflection device were designed by CATIA CAD software V5, which 

in turn allows the production plans of these components to be generated for later manufacture 

through the CNC machining center. Figure 1 reports different views extracted from the CAD 

technical design along with corresponding photograph. 

 

   

Figure 1.- Constructed device for experimental performance testing. 

 

   

The instrumentation in Figure 1 was designed with the aim of satisfying specific 

requirements, including: Resisting low internal pressure (less than 10
-3

 atm.), allowing 

bending magnet motion accurately along pre-defined axes and, of course, the insertion of 

films at different locations in order to get independent measurements of electron beam, impact 

position aimed at assessing effective angular deflections. Electron beam enters the deflection 

device crossing the corresponding 3mm diameter collimator, thus ensuring a filiform beam 

inside.  
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2.3.- Monte Carlo simulations 

Monte Carlo techniques have become one of the more used and accurate techniques to model 

different physical processes, including radiation-matter interaction in the medical physics 

framework. [Rogers, 2006]. Nowadays, there exists a broad range of available Monte Carlo 

codes capable of simulation coupled radiation transport within complex media. However, not 

necessary all of those available codes are capable of accurate handle of radiation transport 

with external user-defined electromagnetic fields. In this context, the FLUKA code [Battistoni 

et al., 2006] has largely demonstrated to provide reliable and precise description of radiation 

transport within complex media accounting also for external user-defined electromagnetic 

fields. for comparisons purposes, the PENELOPE [Salvat et al., 2014] Monte Carlo code was 

also used to model electron beam degradation inside VARIAN 2100 head. 

 

Dedicated adaptations were carried out for the purposes of the present work aimed at defining 

the corresponding magnetic field distribution in specific magfld FLUKA module, which was 

further linked by compilation with the corresponding input. Information about  

 

 

Figure 2.- Geometry for FLUKA Monte Carlo simulation showing relevant parts of VARIAN 

2100 head and the deflection device adapted to linac head. 
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VARIAN 2100 linac was used in order to define the corresponding simulation geometry in 

FLUKA, as reported in Figure 2. The deflection device is adapted to linac head using the rails 

for portable electron applicators. 

 

Due to the specific requirements for the present work, only the central region of the linac head 

needs to be simulated. Thus, primary/secondary collimation systems and other devices could 

be neglected. The relevant issue regards the proper modeling of the central (axial) portion of 

the electron beam, which reaches the deflection device after emerging the linac head. As 

mentioned, magnetic fields were defined in the corresponding module introduced as arrays of 

different intensities, according to experimental characterization of the bending magnets. 

Materials and dimensions used for the Monte Carlo simulations were exactly the same as 

experimental configurations. Dedicated tallies were defined in the FLUKA input aimed at 

evaluating spatial distributions of photon and electron fluence and energy deposited in the 

films. 

 

 

 

3.- RESULTS 

 

As first step, bending magnets were constructed according to technical specifications obtained 

from simulations of magnetic field distributions corresponding to two different design 

models: the C-arm and the 8-shaped, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.- C-arm (left) and 8-shaped (right) designs for the bending magnets as obtained from 

design software showing corresponding fields. 

 

 

Monte Carlo simulations for the electron spectrum entering the deflection device 

located immediately after linac head are reported in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.- Electron spectrum entering linac head coming from waveguide (black squares) and 

emerging linac head calculated by FLUKA (red triangles) and PENELOPE (blue circles) for 

the 6MeV mode. Uncertainties correspond to 1 standard deviation. 
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Aimed to use realistic data for the input spectrum, which stands for the waveguide 

emission, a Gaussian distribution centered at nominal energy (‹E›=6.0MeV) with 

FWHM=0.1MeV was incorporated. 

 

Emerging spectra present central energy and corresponding FWHM of: (‹E›=5.80±0.05 

MeV, FWHM=0.15MeV) and (‹E›=5.75±0.05 MeV, FWHM=0.10MeV) for FLUKA 

and PENELOPE, respectively. 

 

  

 

Figure 5.- Characterization of bending magnets: C-arm (left) and 8-shaped (right). 
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Characterization of magnetic field intensity for the different bending magnets confirmed very 

good uniformity across active magnetic zone (32×32mm
2
 for the C-arc and 35×35mm

2
 for the 

8-shaped magnet), as reported in Figure 5. 

 

Finally, irradiations were performed and radiochromic films registered the corresponding 

absorbed dose, which was further readout using dedicated home-made visible light 

transmission imaging device [Valente, 2007]. 

 

   

  

Figure 6.- Experimental setup: views (top), positioning (bottom left) and images of irradiated 

film (bottom right). 

 

 

Monte Carlo simulations provided electron flounce distributions for several virtual 

experimental conditions, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7.- Electron fluence obtained from FLUKA simulations highlighting the effect of 

different magnetic fields: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6T, from top left to bottom right, 

respectively. Statistical uncertainties are less than 2%. 

 

Figure 8 reports the energy distribution in radiochromic films obtained by FLUKA Monte 

Carlo simulations from which effective deflection angles were assessed. 

 

     

 

Figure 8.- Energy distribution in film 1(left) and film 2 (right) obtained from FLUKA Monte 

Carlo simulations for the set composed by C-arc and 8-shaped bending magnets. 

 

Looking for a wide description, FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations were performed for 

different parameters combinations, modifying magnetic field intensity and dimensions of 

active are, obtaining results as those reported in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9.- Effective deflection angle for different magnetic field intensities for a 30×30mm
2
 

active area obtained by image processing of film 1 (blue) and film 2 (red). 

 

Table 1 summarizes the corresponding estimations for effective deflection angle obtained by 

theoretical, Monte Carlo and experimental approaches. 

 

Table 1.- Effective deflection angle for the C-arc bending magnet. 

Bending Magnet Theory (peak) Theory (spectrum) 

 

Monte Carlo 

 

Experiment 

 

C-arc (25±2)° (29±3)° (31±3)° (33±4)° 

8-shaped (30±2)° (34±3)° (34±3)° (34±4)° 

 

 

 

4.- DISCUSSION 

 

The design options considered for the bending magnets (C-arm and 8-shaped) were 

proposed aimed at simplifying the process. The obtained results from technical design, 

construction, characterization and operating performance support this proposal as 

reliable options. Electron fluence entering the experimental device (acrylic box) stands 
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as an essential requirement for this work. However, direct measurements are not 

possible, so accurate Monte Carlo simulations performed by means of two independent 

validated codes were used as input data for theoretical approaches and device design. 

Actually, the excellent agreement between FLUKA and PENELOPE for the electron 

spectrum emerging the VARIAN 2100 linac head supports the reliability of this 

quantity to be further used. 

 

Characterization of bending magnet magnetic fields by direct measurements was 

successfully performed confirming that constructed magnet present, in fact, the 

expected uniformity within active area. However, magnetic field intensity was 

somewhat lower than nominal intensity reported by Neodymium-iron-boron 

manufacturer. 

 

Although requiring a week, in average, FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations coupling 

radiation-matter interactions and external field effects offered a suitable and accurate 

description of the whole process. Some tests, not here reported, pointed out that 

simulating actual magnetic field distribution or averaging magnetic field along electron 

path produced comparable effects in terms of effective deflection angles within the 

energy range here investigated. 

 

 

 

5.- CONCLUSIONS 

 

An original task for characterizing theoretically, experimentally and by means of simulations, 

the deflection of megavoltage electron beams from medical linac was presented.  

 

Two alternatives for bending magnet (C-arc and 8-shaped designs) were designed, 

constructed and completely characterized regarding their performance for controlling 6MeV 

nominal electron beam from a typical medical linac. 
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Theoretical model based on relativistic formulation of Maxwell equations provided reliable 

description for the studied systems, while Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated to be a high 

appreciated tool for a complete description of the whole physical process including electron 

beam transport in linac head and further interactions with external magnetic fields. Finally, 

experimental measurements confirmed also the suitability of the proposed method showing 

quite non-distinguishable results among theory, Monte Carlo and experiments. 

 

These results may be used for further developments in the novel field of convergent beam 

radiotherapy [Figueroa and Valente, 2017]. 
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